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Electrochemical reaction kinetics at the electrodes of Solid Oxide Cells (SOCs) were investigated at 700 °C for two cells with different fuel electrode microstructures as well as on a third cell with a reduced active electrode area. Three fuel mixtures were investigated – hydrogen/steam and model reformate fuels–hydrogen/carbon-dioxide and hydrogen/methane/steam. It was found that the electrode kinetics at the fuel electrode were exactly the same in both reformates. The hydrogen/steam fuel displayed 5–7% faster kinetics than the reformate fuels. 19% faster kinetics were recorded for the cell with a finer microstructure. The measured gas conversion impedance was compared with models in literature for both the 16- and the 2 cm² cells. The continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) AC model approximated the overpotential of the smaller cells (2 cm²) with greater accuracy in the current density range 0–0.5 A/cm² while the plug flow reactor (PFR) model although derived for the case of zero DC bias predicted the 16 cm² cell ASR better than the zero bias CSTR model. Furthermore, the gas conversion impedance in the hydrogen/steam/fuel split into two processes with opposing temperature behavior in the reformate fuels. By using a 87.5% smaller active electrode area the gas conversion impedance was diminished in the hydrogen/steam/fuel at (the same absolute) high fuel flow rates. In both reformates, the second and third lowest frequency processes merged into a single process as the gas conversion was reduced. The SOC with finer electrode microstructure displayed improved kinetics.

The Solid Oxide Cell (SOC) is an energy conversion technology that, when included in the energy mix, can alleviate some of the challenges faced by wind and solar technologies such as intermittent availability. Furthermore, whereas utility scale wind and solar generation generally occurs at sites far away from the cities and requires large open areas, the SOC technology is more compact both for utility scale and distributed generation and can be generated much closer to where it is needed, avoiding losses associated with power transport. When operated as a Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) the SOC converts the chemical energy in hydrogen as well as hydrocarbon fuels directly into electricity (Eq. 1). The same SOC can also be operated in a reverse mode as a Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cell (SOEC) in which case hydrogen or syngas is produced by electrochemical reduction of steam or steam/carbon-dioxide mixture respectively (Eq. 2).

\[
\begin{align*}
H_2 + \frac{1}{2}O_2 &\rightarrow H_2O + \text{electric energy} + \text{heat} \quad [1] \\
H_2O + \text{electric energy} + \text{heat} &\rightarrow H_2 + \frac{1}{2}O_2 \quad [2]
\end{align*}
\]

An SOFC can be operated either for continuous power generation or for power balancing during peak demand. Systems have been demonstrated from less than 1 kW to several 100 kW of electricity and corresponding amounts of heat.\textsuperscript{1} Thus the SOFC delivers both electrical power but also high grade thermal power, i.e. combined heat and power systems (CHP) and the operation point and system size can be tailored to suit the desired heat-to-power ratio. The heat can either be used to operate gas or steam turbines or used directly for district heating.

The most commonly considered fuel for any kind of fuel cell is hydrogen; however, the high operation temperatures of SOCs between 600- and 900°C increase the tolerance to impurities and carbon monoxide as well as reduce the need for noble metal catalysts. The SOC is unique (except maybe MCFC) with the $O^{2-}$ ion as carrier in being able to oxidize CO and perhaps hydrocarbons directly. These considerations mean the portfolio of fuels is increased to natural gas, methane, methanol, landfill and other hydrocarbons. The maximum electrical efficiency of an SOFC is not limited by the Carnot efficiency but by electrochemical and ohmic losses at the chosen operation point. As such through continual optimization of the cells, stacks and systems through R&D high electric net efficiencies\textsuperscript{2} of 45 to 60% have been achieved at commercial product level.\textsuperscript{2–3} With pressurized systems efficiencies > 60% (HHV) by 2030 are expected.\textsuperscript{3} Furthermore, due to the absence of open flames the emissions from SOFCs are much less than those from comparable sized conventional power plants.\textsuperscript{6,7}

Optimization and commercialization of SOFC technology requires a sound understanding of the mechanisms involved as well as factors that affect performance and stability. Such mechanisms include charge transfer at the reaction sites inside the porous electrodes, electronic and ionic charge transport and gas transport related processes as gas-diffusion and conversion. The main factors influencing these are operating temperature, gas composition, fuel utilization and current load as well as material and microstructural parameters of the cell. These factors increase the complexity of the systems and render deconvolution and analytical description of the involved mechanisms very challenging – especially if their macroscopic trends and fundamental electrochemistry are to be accommodated.

In case of reformate fuels the complexity is further increased by heterogeneous catalysis such as steam reforming (cf. Eq. 3) and the concurrent water gas shift reaction (cf. Eq. 4). Depending on reactant gas composition and operation point the reverse reactions to Equations 3 and 4 can be favored and their associated opposite thermal natures (exothermic methanation in Eq. 3 and endothermic reverse water gas shift in Eq. 4) further increase the complexity of the kinetics.

\[
\begin{align*}
CH_4 + H_2O &\leftrightarrow CO + 3H_2 \Delta_{k}H^{\circ} = +206 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} \quad [3] \\
CO + H_2O &\leftrightarrow CO_2 + H_2 \Delta_{k}H^{\circ} = -41 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} \quad [4]
\end{align*}
\]

In literature, the operation of the SOC with Ni/YSZ fuel electrodes in reformate fuels has been addressed from diverse angles.
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Timmerman et al.\textsuperscript{8} have investigated and modelled methane reforming kinetics of an SOFC with Ni/YSZ fuel electrode for stationary as well as auxiliary power unit (APU) relevant fuel mixtures. The determined kinetic expression could adequately accommodate methane reforming as well as the reverse (methanation) reactions.

Weber et al.\textsuperscript{9} investigated the possibilities and limitations of operating a state of the art SOFC with Ni/YSZ cermet fuel electrode in carbon-based fuels. No significant difference in initial cell performance was observed during operation with dry H\textsubscript{2}, CO or CH\textsubscript{4} fuels. Although the cell could be operated for 1000 h in dry CH\textsubscript{4} at 950°C without significant problems, the necessity of enough O\textsubscript{2} to avoid coke formation was emphasized.

Leonide et al.\textsuperscript{10} reported a 6–18% lower power density during biogas operation of an SOFC with a Ni/YSZ cermet fuel electrode as compared to H\textsubscript{2} operation. Through electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, Leonide observed an additional process below 2 Hz in the biogas fuel. This low frequency reformate process is thought to be a coupling of mass transport and water-gas-shift reaction.\textsuperscript{11,12} Current SOFC research is aimed at reducing operation temperature toward and below 700°C. However steam reforming is thermodynamically more favorable at higher temperatures and low pressures, such that large scale industrial steam reforming is typically carried out operatively more favorable at higher temperatures and low pressures, such that large scale industrial steam reforming is typically carried out toward and below 700°C.\textsuperscript{13} It is thus necessary to investigate reaction kinetics in different fuels at around 700°C.

This work is aimed at comparing the kinetic performance of the composite Ni/YSZ electrode in different fuel mixtures. This entails isolating the current density vs. overpotential relations of individual loss mechanisms of the SOC through detailed electrochemical impedance spectroscopy investigations. The influence of microstructure, active electrode area, fuel flow rate and fuel composition are investigated. Attempts to generate analytical descriptions are not made but reserved for future work. An additional major objective is to provide the SOFC community with high quality experimental data that can be used for diverse modeling validations.

### Experimental

**Cell system.**—The investigated single cells were anode supported cells (ASCs) with porous Ni/3YSZ substrates (ca. 0.3 mm), porous Ni/YSZ anodes (ca. 10 μm), dense 8YSZ electrolytes (ca. 5 μm), dense Ce\textsubscript{0.9}Gd\textsubscript{0.1}O\textsubscript{2−δ} buffer layers (ca. 1 μm) and porous La\textsubscript{0.6}Sr\textsubscript{0.4}CoO\textsubscript{3−δ}/Ce\textsubscript{0.9}Gd\textsubscript{0.1}O\textsubscript{2−δ} cathodes (ca. 30 μm). Details about the cells and the manufacturing procedure can be found in literature.\textsuperscript{14} Cells A and B (cf. Figure 1 (i and iii)) each had a 4 × 4 cm\textsuperscript{2} active electrode area. Considering Cell A as reference cell, Cell B differed in that it had a finer Ni/8YSZ fuel electrode microstructure.\textsuperscript{15} Unlike cells A and B, Cell C (cf. Figure 1 (ii and iv)) had a 4 × 0.5 cm\textsuperscript{2} strip-shaped geometry oxygen electrode screen-printed at the center, resulting in a cell with 2 cm\textsuperscript{2} active electrode area. This means that at the fuel electrode the fuel flowed across the 4 cm edge parallel to the 0.5 cm edge.

The microstructure of Cell C though was quantitatively similar to that of Cell B. The differences are summarized in Table I.

**Operation conditions.**—The majority of the investigations were carried out at 700°C in three fuel mixtures − Fuel I, Fuel II and Fuel III. Fuel I was composed solely of hydrogen and steam in an 80:20% ratio at the inlet. At 700°C this corresponded to an open circuit voltage (OCV) of 1030 mV. The second fuel, Fuel II had hydrogen and carbon dioxide in the ratio 81:19% at the inlet. The third fuel, Fuel III was a methane-based reformate fuel with hydrogen, methane and steam with mole fractions of 10-, 30- and 60% respectively. The choice of the component mole fractions, aided by thermodynamic calculations, was such that the equilibrium composition of the reformates was the same – 64% H\textsubscript{2}, 16% H\textsubscript{2}O, 5% CO\textsubscript{2}, 13% CO and 2% CH\textsubscript{4}. It was further ensured that at equilibrium, the OCV of the reformate fuels was also 1030 mV at 700°C. The required steam content was obtained by allowing appropriate amounts of oxygen and hydrogen to react in a combustion chamber close to the cell inlet. Details of the test facilities have been described elsewhere.\textsuperscript{16} The operation conditions are summarized in Table II.

**Characterization and data acquisition.**—Once the appropriate fuel composition was set and enough time for system relaxation was given (30 minutes), the current density was increased stepwise from OCV to the maximum current density of 0.5 A/cm\textsuperscript{2}. At each current density step a waiting time of 30 minutes was allowed for relaxation.

### Table I. Investigated Cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell ID</th>
<th>Active Electrode Area [cm\textsuperscript{2}]</th>
<th>Fuel Electrode Microstructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Finer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Finer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas [atm]</th>
<th>Fuel I</th>
<th>Fuel II</th>
<th>Fuel III</th>
<th>Equilibrium Composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H\textsubscript{2}O</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II. Inlet compositions of investigated fuel mixtures as well as the equilibrium concentrations of the reformate fuels at 700°C. Units: atm.**
and then an impedance spectrum was recorded in the frequency range 96.850 kHz to 30 mHz using a Solartron 1260 FRA. With a 3 V root mean square value (rms) voltage signal, the output excitation current signal was 60 mA rms (shunt resistance of 50 Ω). From 0.5 A/cm² the cell was brought back to OCV, a control spectrum recorded and then a current density - voltage characteristic recorded for future validation of the calculations. To exclude contributions from the test set-up, the recorded spectra were corrected with a short-circuit measurement and lead inductance was removed through a procedure utilizing the Kramers-Kronig relations.\textsuperscript{17,18} This procedure involves comparing the imaginary impedance generated from the measured real impedance, with the measured imaginary impedance, and the difference between these is used to determine the inductance.

**Equivalent circuit model.**—To isolate and quantify the ASR contributions of the involved processes, an adequate equivalent circuit model (ECM) was fitted to the recorded impedance spectra using complex non-linear least squares (CNLS) minimization. A model M0 for anode supported SOFCs described in previous work\textsuperscript{19} was used to quantify spectra recorded in H₂/O₂ fuel. This model had to be extended with an RQ-element to accommodate gas conversion,\textsuperscript{20} which was negligibly small (and thus not considered) in the system in Reference 19. Also, due to the high air flow rate at the cathode and the overall cathode thickness of <60 μm gas diffusion at the oxygen electrode was neglected. For spectra recorded under reformate operation the model M1 was used, obtained by extending M0 with another RQ-element to describe the extra low frequency process present in reformate fuel spectra.\textsuperscript{1,2,12} The ECM model (cf. Figure 2) thus comprised an ohmic resistance to model the ohmic losses across the cell (predominantly caused by ionic transport across the electrolyte), two RQ-elements to quantify the fuel electrode electrochemical oxidation and its coupling with the ionic transport in the fuel electrode, a Gerischer element to model surface exchange and oxygen ion bulk diffusion in the oxygen electrode, a Warburg element for gas phase diffusion in the substrate, an RQ-element for fuel electrode gas conversion and finally an RQ-element for the extra low frequency process in reformate fuels.

Pre-identification of the processes prior to the CNLS fitting as well as fit quality validation by simulation of fitted processes was done by calculating the distribution of relaxation times (DRT).\textsuperscript{23} Prior to the fitting and calculation of DRTs, adequate data quality was assured by checking the compliance of the data with Kramers-Kronig (KK) transforms\textsuperscript{7,18} and the fit residuals and goodness of fit values were also carefully considered. All CNLS fits, DRT- and KK-transforms as well as simulations were done using the software RAVDAV.\textsuperscript{24}

As can be seen from Figure 3 the data and fit quality are very good with residuals well within the ±0.5% range. The evenly fluctuating distribution of the residuals about the zero-line further stresses the absence of systematic errors.

**Calculation of current density vs. overpotential relations.**—The total measured impedance at each current corresponds to the slope of the current-voltage curve at the given current. Thus, by integration of the curve defined by the determined slopes it is possible to reconstruct the current-voltage curve. Through integration of the ASRs obtained from the CNLS fit (cf. Figure 4b) with current density the overpotential contributions of the individual processes could be determined (cf. Figure 4c). A cumulative deduction of the obtained overpotentials from the OCV, (starting with gas conversion and ending with oxygen electrode contribution) results in a simulation of the C/V-characteristic. This can be compared with the measured characteristic to validate the procedure and as displayed in Figure 4d the simulated curve perfectly overlays the measured curve, thereby validating the procedure. It should be mentioned that for this approach we do not apply a detailed electrochemical model as was done in literature\textsuperscript{25} to calculate losses and the CV-characteristic.

Besides determining the overpotential contributions of individual cell processes, an important benefit of the procedure described in Figure 4 is that the technique can be applied to define a safe operation window for the cell (electrode) at the chosen operation point. This is shown in Figure 5 based on the operation point of 700 °C, air to the oxygen electrode and Fuel I (80/20% H₂/H₂O) to the fuel electrode. The following information can be obtained from Figure 5:

i. The open circuit potential (OCP) of LSC/CGO in air versus a Pt/O₂ (0.21 atm) (= 0 mV)
ii. The evolution of the LSC/CGO oxygen electrode polarization in the investigated current density range. This curve is obtained by deducting the overpotential contributions of the fuel electrode processes in Figure 4c (gas conversion, substrate diffusion and electrochemical oxidation and ionic transport in the fuel electrode) to the OCP of the Ni/YSZ electrode in Fuel I at 700 °C.
iii. The Ni/NiO redox pair potential versus a Pt/O₂ (0.21 atm) reference electrode of −764 mV at 700 °C.
iv. The evolution of the Ni/YSZ fuel electrode polarization in the investigated current density range. This curve is obtained by adding the overpotential contributions of the fuel electrode processes in Figure 4c (gas conversion, substrate diffusion and electrochemical oxidation and ionic transport in the fuel electrode) to the OCP of the fuel electrode in Fuel I at 700 °C.
v. The open circuit potential of the Ni (or Ni/YSZ) electrode in Fuel I vs Pt/O₂ (0.21 atm) reference electrode at 700 °C of −1030 mV.

As can be deduced from Figure 5, the change in the potential of the oxygen electrode in the current density range 0 to +0.5 A/cm² is negligible as expected based on the corresponding overpotential calculated in Figure 4c. On the other hand, the fuel electrode displays a significantly larger change in potential. However, and most importantly, the fuel electrode potential increasing from −1030 mV at OCV reaches a maximum value around −911 mV at +0.5 A/cm²; since the oxidation of Ni to NiO does not start until −764 mV is reached the result implies that under the investigated conditions, the SOC is being operated in a safe window. A similar check was performed for all applied operating conditions to ensure that a failure or enhanced degradation due to reoxidation can be excluded. It should be noted that the −911 mV value is the average fuel electrode potential. The potential increases (becomes less negative) along the fuel flow channel as fuel is oxidized. Therefore, the local fuel electrode potential at the outlet is somewhat closer to the Ni/NiO threshold, but it is not expected to exceed the threshold based on what is known about three-dimensional potential profiles.

**Results and Discussion**

**Evolution of individual processes under load.**—By calculating the DRTs from impedance spectra recorded at all current densities a qualitative appreciation of the behavior of individual processes under current load could be obtained. These are displayed in Figure 6 for cells A, B and C and the three fuel mixtures, Fuel I, Fuel II and Fuel III.

From Figure 6 and based on the frequency range of the processes as shown in Figure 3F, as well as the fact that the area enclosed by a DRT peak corresponds to the ASR of the dynamic process,\textsuperscript{10,13,26} the following observations can be made:

i. The polarization resistance related to gas conversion (ca. f = 1 Hz) does not depend on the microstructure of the fuel electrode (cf. (a,i) vs. (b,i)) but only on the active electrode geometric area (cf. (a,i) and (b,i) vs. (c,i)). This is consistent since a reduced active electrode area (at constant unchanged fuel flow
rate) results in reduced fuel utilization leading to a decrease in the associated conversion ASR.

ii. The gas conversion ASR decreases with increasing current density to a minimum value then starts increasing at around 0.5 A/cm². With an inlet average pH₂O of 20%, the steam partial pressure increases with increasing current density and as such the gas conversion ASR is expected to decrease going through a minimum at 50% average pH₂O over the cell²⁷ (cf. Equation 9). This coincides with a current density between 0.4 and 0.5 A/cm² in Figures 6a_i and 6b_i.

iii. The gas conversion peak in Fuel I splits into two low frequency peaks in reformate fuels (cf. (a_i) vs (a_ii) or (b_i) vs. (b_ii) and (b_iii)), overlapping to a single peak at 0.5 A/cm².

iv. The two low frequency processes in the reformate fuels are very similar in magnitude and display similar behavior with current density (cf. (b_ii) vs (b_iii) for f < 10 Hz).

v. Gas phase diffusion ASR in the substrate (cf. 10 Hz < f < 100 Hz in (a_i)) decreases with increasing current density in the investigated range.

vi. The ASR related to the surface exchange and bulk ion transport at the oxygen electrode is very small and overlaps with the fuel electrode process rendering accurate deconvolution difficult.

vii. The ASR related to electrochemical oxidation and ionic transport at the fuel electrode (cf. f > 1 kHz) decreases with increasing current density. Unlike the gas conversion peak (cf. f < 10 Hz in a_i or b_i) that maintain the peak frequency, the electrochemical reaction peaks are drifting toward higher frequencies with increasing current density.

viii. A finer fuel electrode microstructure decreases the ASR related to electrochemical oxidation and ionic transport in the fuel electrode (cf. Cell A vs. Cell B for f > 1 kHz and all fuel mixtures).

ix. Active electrode area has negligible impact on electrochemical oxidation and ionic transport at the fuel electrode. (cf. Cell B vs. Cell C for f > 1 kHz and all fuel mixtures)

These points will be discussed in the next sections together with the calculated corresponding current density vs. overpotential curves.

Current density vs. overpotential relations of individual processes.—As mentioned earlier, by integrating the ASR vs. current density curves of the individual processes obtained from the CNLS fit, the corresponding overpotential vs. current density contributions can be determined, as shown in Figure 7.

Reference case.—If Cell A, fuel mixture Fuel I i.e. Figure 7(a_i) and current density 0.4 A/cm² (if not otherwise stated) are considered the reference then the following claims can be made about the investigated cell system at 700 °C:

- The fuel electrode electrochemical reactions (charge transfer and ionic transport and gas diffusion in the anode functional layer) make the largest overpotential contributions (ca. 39% of total over-
Figure 4. Break down into polarization contributions from the processes. (a) Impedance Spectra of Cell A recorded at 700°C in Fuel I (80/20% H₂/H₂O) to the anode and air to the cathode in the current density range 0 to +0.5 A/cm², (b) ASR contributions of individual processes, (c) corresponding overpotential contributions obtained through integration, (d) validation of procedure by cumulative subtraction of overpotentials from OCV and comparison with C/V characteristic recorded after return to OCV and OCV control spectrum.

potential drop). This implies that engineering efforts to optimize cell performance of the investigated cells should focus on the fuel electrode.

- The oxygen electrode accounts for the smallest share (ca. 4%) of the total potential drop.
- Gas conversion resistance has the second largest overpotential contribution. (ca. 35%)

- The voltage drop due to ohmic losses across the electrolyte accounts for 20% of the total voltage drop and thus half as much as in the fuel electrode.
- Gas phase diffusion equally contributes the least (ca. 4%) to the voltage drop.

From a global perspective, it can be deduced from Figure 7(a_i) that in the current density range 0 to 0.5 A/cm² gas diffusion displays a linear relationship between current density and overpotential.²⁷ This suggests that the change of gas diffusion ASR in the investigated range is negligible²⁹ and will be addressed in more detail in a later section. The voltage drop across the electrolyte displays a linear relationship between current density and overpotential. This suggests that the impact of joule heating (for j < 0.5 A/cm² ca. <2°C increase of temperature³⁰) in the investigated current density range is not enough to visibly curb the overpotential trend of the electrolyte resistance. The electrochemical reactions at the fuel electrodes on the other hand show non-linear current density vs. overpotential relations²⁹ at 700°C. The nonlinearity is such that the overpotential deviates to “smaller” values with increasing current density (decrease in slope). Independent of the nature of the pure kinetically defined course, the curving away from linearity may partly be attributed to:

a. Increasing temperature under current load as a result of joule heating across the electrolyte
b. Increasing temperature due to the exothermic hydrogen oxidation at the fuel electrode
c. At the fuel electrode, the increasing steam content at the triple phase boundaries (TPB) with increasing current densities results in increased electrochemical reaction rate²⁵,³⁰ and thus reduced ASR.

The trend of the oxygen electrode cannot be unambiguously discussed due to the very small contribution.

Figure 5. Evolution of electrode potentials with current density for the fuel and oxygen electrodes, calculated from impedance spectra recorded at 700°C in the current load range 0–0.5 A/cm² with Fuel I (80/20% H₂/H₂O) supplied to the anode and air supplied to the cathode.
Figure 6. DRTs of cells A, B and C calculated from impedance spectra recorded during operation with the three fuels Fuel I, Fuel II and Fuel III at 700°C showing the evolution of ASRs of individual processes from OCV to +0.5 A/cm².

At the oxygen electrode the temperature effect related to the electrochemical reactions is endothermic in nature due to dissociation and ionization enthalpies of oxygen molecules and atoms respectively. However major oxygen electrode processes such as surface exchange and bulk ion transport are thermally activated with activation energies for $K_\delta$ and $D_\delta$ of 1.05- and 1.26 eV respectively.31 As such the decreasing slope at higher current densities thus suggests that the endothermic needs are relatively small and are wholly compensated by joule heating or operation point heat.

Influence of fuel electrode microstructure.—A comparison of the reference cell with Cell B that had a finer fuel electrode microstructure reveals a decrease in the overpotential due to electrochemical fuel oxidation reactions from 49.7 mV to 39.2 mV (i.e. from 39% to 33%). This is consistent with expectation since a finer microstructure is translated into an increase in the amount of electrochemically active TPBs and an effective decrease in ASR or overpotential. The trend is consistent with the DRTs shown in Figure 6. On the contrary, the gas conversion and gas diffusion overpotentials increase slightly from 45.8- to 47.6 mV and from 4.4- to 7.5 mV (i.e. 35.5- to 40.2% and 3.4- to 6.3%) respectively. These are small and within error margin, but certainly exclude a decrease in the ASR of the two processes.

The oxygen electrode overpotential as expected is not affected by the change in microstructure of the fuel electrode. The polarization related to ohmic losses decreases from 24.4- to 20 mV (i.e. from 19- to 17% of total polarization). This decrease is not significant and on the contrary indicates good reproducibility of the electrode manufacturing, and characterization procedure at DTU Energy.

Influence of fuel mixture.—By comparing operation in Fuel I and Fuel II i.e. Figures 7(a_i) vs. 7(a_ii) or 7(b_i) vs. 7(b_ii) a drastic reduction in the gas conversion related overpotential can be observed. At 0.4 A/cm² the change in Cell A is from 45.8 mV in Fuel I to 17.4 mV in Fuel II (i.e. from 35- to 14% of total potential drop) and in Cell B from 47.6 mV in Fuel I to 18.5 mV in Fuel II (i.e. from 40 to 16%). In the reformate fuel Fuel II of Cell A the extra process at ca. 0.1 Hz in Figure 6 (cf. process labeled Ref. in Figure 7) appears and accounts for 23.7 mV (19%) of the total voltage drop. In Cell B the process accounts for 24 mV (21%) in both Fuel II and Fuel III. As would be expected, no significant change is observed in the overpotential contribution of the oxygen electrode or electrolyte as a result of change in fuel mixture from H₂/H₂O to either of the reformate fuels. The change of fuel also does not impact the fuel electrode electrochemical reaction rate significantly. A slight increase...
Figure 7. Current density, $i$ vs. overpotential $\eta$ relations for all processes for cells A, B and C in the three fuels Fuel I, Fuel II and Fuel III at 700$^\circ$C.

in the overpotential curve of the fuel electrode can be observed when comparing Fuel I and Fuel II of Cell A. At 0.4 A/cm$^2$ the change is from 49.7- to 51.9 mV (i.e. from 39% to 41% of total overpotential). In Cell B, the change is from 39.2- to 42.2 mV (i.e. from 33- to 36%) in both reformate fuels. These findings are consistent with expectation if considered that H$_2$ is preferentially electrochemically oxidized (activation energy, 1.1 eV) against CO (activation energy, 1.23 eV) which is partly converted through the fast water gas shift reaction in the support and anode layer. As would be expected the different types of gas conversions have different time constants.

Comparison of kinetics at the fuel electrode.—The principal objective of this work was to investigate the kinetics of the fuel electrode in three different fuels consisting of two reformate fuels and a reference hydrogen/steam fuel. Furthermore, it was aimed at investigating the extent to which the microstructure influenced kinetics in these fuels. This information already contained in Figure 7 has been extracted and compared separately in Figure 8 for the cells Cell A and Cell B. Both figures show that under the investigated conditions, the fuel electrode of the Ni/8YSZ electrode displays comparable kinetics in the reformate fuels with overpotentials of 50.1 mV and 51.0 mV in Fuel II and Fuel III respectively in Cell B at 500 mA/cm$^2$. In hydrogen/steam fuel (Fuel I), Cell B with 47.6 mV at 500 mA/cm$^2$ displays 5- and 7% slightly faster kinetics than in Fuel II and Fuel III respectively. A significant improvement in the kinetics is also observed for the cell with a finer microstructure (Cell B), whereby the overpotential at 500 mA/cm$^2$ of 47.6 mV in Fuel I is with 19.4% smaller than the 59 mV of Cell A under same conditions.

As mentioned earlier the curves in Figure 8 are accompanied by a temperature and steam content increase with increasing current density. These influences introduce a non-linearity and need to be isolated in an appropriate cell geometry before any attempts to obtain the analytical description of pure Ni/8YSZ kinetics.

Influence of fuel utilization.—The fuel utilization at a given operation point and current density reveals the amount of the inlet fuel that is actually converted into electric current. For SOC operation, it would be of economic sense to convert as much of the inlet fuel as possible. However for long-term stability of the cell, it is equally important to know how the different processes are affected by high fuel utilization. It is known, that a decrease in fuel utilization leads to an increased cell performance, as fuel conversion and diffusion losses are diminished.
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Figure 8. Current density vs. overpotential relations for the three fuels H\textsubscript{2}/H\textsubscript{2}O (Fuel I), H\textsubscript{2}/CO\textsubscript{2} (Fuel II) and H\textsubscript{2}/CH\textsubscript{4}/H\textsubscript{2}O (Fuel III) at 700\textdegree C for Cell A (reference cell) compared with Cell B (a finer fuel electrode microstructure). Data in the methane-based reformate could not be recorded for Cell A. The OCV in all three fuels was 1030 mV and the fuel utilization at 0.5 A/cm\textsuperscript{2} was 60%. Linear representation in (a) and logarithmic scale representation in (b).

The fuel utilization can be varied by changing the active electrode area (at constant gas flow) or by changing the fuel flow rate across the electrode. At much higher flow rates the fuel does not dwell long enough over the electrode for most of it to be electrochemically converted; meanwhile a smaller active electrode area leads to the same result as the fuel mixture crosses the electrode faster than the fuel can be converted enough. In both cases, the resistance associated with fuel conversion would be reduced.

Cell C differed from Cell B in that it had an active electrode area of 2 cm\textsuperscript{2} instead of 16 cm\textsuperscript{2}. Therefore, in Figure 7 the observed differences between overpotential trends of the individual process of Cell B against those of C can be attributed to the change in fuel utilization. Comparing the trends of both cells in Figure 7 the first important observation is that the total overpotential across the cells drops from Cell B (ca. 118.5 mV in Fuel I at 0.4 A/cm\textsuperscript{2}) to Cell C (ca. 82.8 mV in Fuel I at 0.4 A/cm\textsuperscript{2}). Secondly, the course of the overpotential related to the fuel electrode electrochemical reactions is quantitatively similar for both cells in all fuels. The implication is that in larger cell systems like those in commercial stacks the overpotential related to electrochemical reactions at the fuel electrode will be less determining, than for instance the polarization related to gas conversion.

The next major difference between Cell B and Cell C is the drop in overpotential contributions related to gas conversion in all fuels. At 0.4 A/cm\textsuperscript{2} in Fuel I the process is accounting for 47.6 mV (40%) of total overpotential in Cell B but in cell C its contribution is only 11.8 mV (14%). In reformates the drop is from 18.4- to 5.4 mV (16 to 6%).

For an H\textsubscript{2}/H\textsubscript{2}O binary fuel composition, the fuel utilization at a given current density can be calculated based on Faraday’s law as displayed in Equation 5.

\[ f_u = \frac{\frac{1}{T_0} \frac{1}{F} \frac{1}{\rho H_2} \frac{1}{(1000 \cdot 3600)}}{z} \]

In Equation 5 \(j\) is the current density in A/m\textsuperscript{2}, \(b\) and \(l\) are width and length of the cell in meters perpendicular to and along the flow direct respectively, \(R\) and \(F\) are the gas and Faraday constants in J / mol/K and As / mol respectively, \(T_0 = 273.15\ K\) (0°C), \(P_0\) the atmospheric pressure (101325 Pa), \(\rho_H_2\) the hydrogen flow rate in liter per hour and \(z\) the number of electrons per hydrogen molecule (\(z = 2\)). Although Cell B and Cell C have the same width (\(b = 0.04\ m\)) they have different lengths (\(l = 0.04\ m\) for Cell B and 0.005 m for Cell C). Based on Equation 5, this leads to a smaller fuel utilization for Cell C for a given fuel flow rate \(\rho_{H_2}\) and current density \(j\), and is reflected in Figure 9. Furthermore, for given H\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2}O inlet mole fractions \(x_{H_2}\) and \(x_{H_2O}\) the average corresponding equivalents under load can be calculated as shown in Equations 6 and 7.

\[ x_{H_2,average} = (1 - f_{u,average}) \cdot x_{H_2} \]

Figure 9. Evolution of fuel utilization and the average steam and hydrogen mole fractions under load for (a) Cell B and (b) Cell C.
In Equations 6 and 7, $J_a$ is the average utilization ($= f_a/2$) upon assumption of uniform and linear utilization along the cell. Further, Equation 7 is based on the fact that in the binary $H_2/H_2O$ fuel mixture, the sum of the component mole fractions amounts to unity.

The above discussions have shown that at a given current density and flow rate the difference in active electrode area results in a different fuel utilization, which in turn results in differences in average mole fractions of component gases. In a first approximation the consistency of the herein observed gas conversion and diffusion ASRs (in the herein used test set-up) with theoretical predictions will be investigated.

Gas conversion.—In literature the AC gas conversion ASR has been described for $H_2/H_2O$ (or CO/CO$_2$) fuel mixtures in a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) and plug flow reactor model predictions. The gas conversion ASR $R_{g_{\text{measured}}}$ obtained from the CNLS fits at different current densities, and which has been integrated with current density to obtain the corresponding overpotential curves in Figure 7 has been compared with the above described two models for the 16 cm$^2$ cell B and the 2 cm$^2$ cell C and results displayed in Figures 10a and 10b respectively. The relative errors are displayed in Figures 10c and 10d. From the error curves in Figures 10c and 10d the CSTR AC model shows its best approximation of the measured gas conversion ASR for both cells at OCV. However, Cell B is approximated with a relative error of 40% against -8% for Cell C. Further, whereas the CSTR AC model approximates Cell C data in the current density range 0–1 A/cm$^2$ with a maximum error of 37.96% at 0.76 A/cm$^2$ Cell B is approximated with a maximum error of 74.86% at 0.24 A/cm$^2$. Thus the geometry of Cell C under the investigated conditions of temperature, fuel mixture flow rate and AC signal amplitude of 85 mA best approaches that necessary for the assumption of CSTR model. Furthermore, the OCV error of Cell C is negative, i.e. the AC CSTR model underestimates the measured data, and this with factor of 1.1. This value suggests that the geometry of Cell C in the herein used set-up and under the herein investigated conditions better suits those describable with the AC CSTR model than for instance the plug flow model which has been compared with the above described two models for the 16 cm$^2$ cell B and the 2 cm$^2$ cell C and results displayed in Figures 10a and 10b respectively. The plug flow model gives a much better approximation of Cell B data with a maximum error of $-29\%$ at OCV meanwhile Cell C is approximated to a lesser degree, with a maximum error of $-54\%$ at OCV. Consistent with reported results from measurements done on a similar system, Cell B data lie between the CSTR and plug flow model predictions.

A question which arises from the error curves of both cells is why the plug flow reactor model predicts Cell C data with a greater error than Cell B. Assuming all of the 85 mA excitation is converted then...
the corresponding current densities would be 5.3 and 42.5 mA/cm² for Cell B and Cell C respectively. With these the corresponding ∆x is 5.1e-3, a value which under load fulfills the condition ∆x ≪ xi better in Cell B than in Cell C (cf. Figures 9a and 9b).

Gas phase diffusion.—Contrary to gas conversion, gas diffusion overpotential contributions increase slightly from Cell B to Cell C in all fuels. Since both gas conversion and gas diffusion are concentration related processes this observation suggests a strong relation between both processes. As demonstrated by Jacobsen et al.37 for these two processes, a Warburg diffusion impedance is found at higher frequencies, meanwhile the dimensions of the gas volume relative to the support (substrate) determines if the low frequency part tends toward the real axis as a Nernstian diffusion impedance or semicircle.

The relationship in Equation 9 has been suggested to calculate the ASR of a finite diffusion limitation found around 10–100 Hz—the frequency range at which the diffusion impedance in this work lies (cf. DRTs in Figures 3 and 6). In this work, the height of the corrugated nickel current collection mesh at the fuel electrode is 850 μm against a substrate thickness of ca. 300 μm and the flow rate is 7 l/h in the H₂/H₂O fuel. Primdahl et al.27 could demonstrate that the measured diffusion resistance was that of the stagnant layer above the cell that is not necessarily the case in this work. Primdahl’s cell thickness was 40–50 μm thick with 1 to 3 layers of Ni felt above the cell and a total flow rate of 6 l/h.

\[ R_D = \left( \frac{RT}{2F} \right)^2 \frac{l}{PD_{eff}} \left( \frac{1}{x_{H_2,B}} + \frac{1}{x_{H_2O,B}} \right) \]  

Equation 9

In Equation 9 \( R_D \) is the diffusion resistance, \( D_{eff} \) the effective diffusion coefficient, \( P \) the pressure, \( x_{i,B} \) the molar fraction of species \( i \) in the bulk gas, \( l \) the bulk height and \( R \), \( T \) and \( F \) have their usual meanings. From a binary gas variation of H₂ and H₂O in the pH₂O range 10–40% at 800 °C in Cell B, the measured diffusion resistances fitted out through CNLS fit on the ECM in Figure 2 (without the last RQ-element for the reformate process) can be fitted with Equation 9 to obtain the ratio \( \frac{x_{H_2}}{x_{H_2O}} \).

\[ \frac{x_{H_2}}{x_{H_2O}} \approx \frac{31.3 \text{ m/(m}^2\text{s})}{321 \text{ m}} \]

From the fits the value of 31.3 m/(m²/s) is obtained. This ratio will be assumed to be the same at 700 °C. Primdahl et al.27 have suggested that the peak frequency \( f_p \) of the Warburg impedance is given

\[ f_p \approx \frac{2.53 D_{eff}}{2\pi l^2} \]  

Equation 10

From the DRTs in Figure 6, the diffusion peak \( f_p \) is found at ca. 40 Hz for both cells B and C. With the two values and Equation 10 an effective diffusion coefficient \( D_{eff} \) of 1.027 · 10⁻⁵ m²/s is obtained—a value in the same order of magnitude as the effective diffusion coefficients of H₂ and H₂O in the Ni/YSZ substrate. With the obtained \( D_{eff} \) and the ratio \( \frac{x_{H_2}}{x_{H_2O}} \) of 31 m/(m²/s) a bulk thickness \( l \) of 321 μm. This value matches perfectly with the substrate thickness of both cells B and C of ca. 300 μm.

A comparison between measured and calculated diffusion ASRs for Cell B and Cell C is displayed in Figure 11a and the corresponding errors in Figure 11b. A major consistency is that the Cell C calculated values under load are larger than those of Cell B in accordance with the lower average steam partial pressure under load for Cell C. The next consistency involves the better accuracy in both cells at OCV, with lower average steam partial pressure under load for Cell C. The next process, a Warburg diffusion impedance is found at higher frequencies, meanwhile the dimensions of the gas volume relative to the support (substrate) determines if the low frequency part tends toward the real axis as a Nernstian diffusion impedance or semicircle.

Investigation of low frequency processes in reformate fuels.—To gain further insight into the nature of the low frequency processes, impedance measurements were carried out with a temperature variation from 900 °C down to 700 °C. Impedance spectra were recorded solely at OCV after allowing a sufficient relaxation time. Further...
measurements were conducted at higher fuel flow rate in all three fuel compositions. These are displayed in Figure 12.

**Temperature dependency.**—The main focus will be the course of the low frequency process i.e. \( f < 100 \text{ Hz} \). The frequency range \( f > 100 \text{ Hz} \) contains the well-studied LSC/CGO composite oxygen electrode in the range \( 100 \text{ Hz} < f < 1 \text{ kHz} \) with an activation energy of 123 kJ/mol and the well investigated Ni/8YSZ fuel electrode \( f > 1 \text{ kHz} \) with an activation energy of 105 kJ/mol.

Considering Cell B alone, Figure 12(b_i) displays the known negative thermal activation for the gas conversion process (peak frequency at 1 Hz at 900 °C). It is important to note the drift of the process to higher frequencies with decreasing temperature. In reformate fuels Fuel II and Fuel III the equivalent process (peak frequency at 2 Hz at 700 °C in both reformates) shows a different thermal behavior displaying a weak positive thermal activation with consistent drift to lower frequencies. Based on this observation it is evident that the process is not a pure gas conversion process like the one in \( \text{H}_2/\text{H}_2\text{O} \) fuel. This process by virtue of the used cell geometry and flow rates was absent in Reference 11 and will be termed *pseudo-gas conversion* in this work. Substrate gas diffusion in all three fuels \( 10 \text{ Hz} < f < 100 \text{ Hz} \) shows no (or very small) temperature dependence. This is consistent since only a very weak negative thermal activation of \(-0.024 \text{ eV}\)** is reported in literature.

The low frequency process at \( 0.1 \text{ Hz} < f < 1 \text{ Hz} \) in reformates shows a pronounced “negative” thermal activation in Cell B. However, contrary to the gas conversion peak in the \( \text{H}_2/\text{H}_2\text{O} \) fuel mixture, the peak drifts to lower frequencies with decreasing temperatures. Evidently the process has a different activation energy from 750 °C downwards. The drift to lower frequencies is consistent with literature. However the pronounced negative thermal activation digresses from Kromp’s results which were based on investigations done on 1 cm² SOCs and no thermal activation of the process detected. The herein observed “negative” activation energy is related to an overlapping of the reformate process (catalytic conversion + diffusion in the substrate) and the gas conversion process (in the gas channel). Due to the RWGS of CO and steam reforming of \( \text{CH}_4 \) the electrochemical active Ni does not “see” the \( \text{pH}_2 \) value that prevails in the gas channel in case of Fuel II and III. Further it is important to note that in Reference 11 the total fuel flow rate of 250 sccm flowing over an active electrode area of 1 cm² corresponds to an effective flow rate of 15 l/h per unit area. However, the reformates Fuel II and Fuel III in Cell B are having flow rates per unit active electrode area of 0.43 l/h (roughly 6.9 l/h/16 cm²) and 0.27 l/h (4.28 l/h/16 cm²) respectively.

For Cell C, which has 2 cm² active electrode area instead of 16 cm², a drastic reduction in all processes below 10 Hz (i.e. the gas concentration related impedance contributions) could be registered in all three fuel mixtures. All processes in Cell B with 16 cm² active electrode area are present and identifiable in Cell C despite the drastic reduction in peak sizes.

**Fuel flow rate dependency.**—The flow rates of the three fuels were increased from 7, 6.9 and 4.28 l/h in the fuels Fuel I, Fuel II and Fuel III respectively to 25, 25 and 15.75 l/h respectively. It was ensured that the cell voltage as well as equilibrium concentration of the reformate

---

**Figure 12.** DRTs of cells B and C calculated from impedance spectra recorded at OCV in the three fuels \( \text{H}_2/\text{H}_2\text{O} \) (Fuel I), \( \text{H}_2/\text{CO}_2 \) (Fuel II) and \( \text{H}_2/\text{CH}_4/\text{H}_2\text{O} \) (Fuel III) in the temperature range 900–700 °C. The curves \( (c_x^*, x = i, ii, iii) \) show tests on Cell C with much higher fuel flow rates than the corresponding \( (c_x, x = i, ii, and iii) \) curves.
fuels remained unchanged. By considering the flow rates per unit active electrode area, the reformates Fuel II and Fuel III have 12.5 l/h and 7.88 l/h respectively against 15 l/h in Reference 11. From Figure 12 (c_i) it can be seen that the gas conversion peak in Fuel I appears to vanish. This is consistent with expectation as since according to Equation 8 the gas conversion ASR decreases with increasing flow rate and given that the peak frequency of the RQ-element is given by $f_{\text{peak}} = \frac{1}{\tau}$, the decreasing ASR implies a drift to higher frequencies. The much diminished ASR most probably vanishes beneath / overlaps the diffusion peak. A slight increase in the size of the gas diffusion peak was also observed.

Of particular interest is the behavior in the reformate fuels as the pseudo-gas conversion peak does not only “vanish” but drifts to higher frequencies with change in fuel flow rate and appears to merge with the diffusion peak (that does not change with fuel flow rate, cf. Equation. 9) into a single peak. It should be noted both processes are still present in the cell but as they change their relaxation frequency with operating conditions the overlapping becomes stronger and the two peaks cannot be separated in the DRT. The new “diffusion” peak is slightly larger than either of the peaks. The reformate peak at $f < 10$ Hz is reduced but clearly does not disappear. Its temperature dependence is similar to that observed by Kromp et al. in 1 cm$^2$ cells. However, Kromp describes the process as not exhibiting thermal activation behavior and describes the process as related to a coupling of shift reaction and gas phase transport within the substrate.

Conclusions

Through detailed impedance spectroscopy it could be shown that the kinetic performance of the Ni/8YSZ fuel electrode of solid oxide cells in H$_2$/CO$_2$-based reformate fuels is comparable to that in CH$_4$/H$_2$O-based reformate fuel. In the hydrogen/steam fuel, under comparable conditions of temperature and open circuit voltage the kinetic performance was 5- and 7% faster than in the H$_2$/CO$_2$- and CH$_4$/H$_2$O-based reformate compositions respectively at 500 mA/cm$^2$. Although equivalent circuit modeling enabled quantification of the overpotential contributions from the oxygen electrode, electrolyte and mass transport, the obtained current density vs. overpotential curves could not be further analyzed for a possible analytic description as no corrections were made for steam content and temperature increase with increasing current density. There is currently ongoing work on specially designed cells to address the two contributions. It could further be shown that a finer electrode microstructure had a positive influence on the electrode performance in all fuels, displaying 19% faster kinetics in H$_2$/H$_2$O fuel. A reduction of the active electrode geometric area had no influence on the kinetic performance, as expected.

The gas conversion ASRs of the 16 cm$^2$ Cell B and 2 cm$^2$ Cell C determined from CNLS fits in H$_2$/H$_2$O fuel mixture were compared with model predictions from literature. It could be shown that the plug-flow model described Cell B data better than the AC CSTR model across the whole current density range. On the other hand, the CSTR model described Cell C data better in the range 0-0.5 A/cm$^2$ after which the plug flow reactor model became better. The measured diffusion ASR for the 4 × 4 and 0.5 × 4 cm$^2$ cells were compared with theoretical predictions. The ASR of the cell with the smaller active electrode area was better approximated by the used literature model, although the in size diminished conversion arc was drifted to higher frequencies and had overlapped more with the diffusion arc.

It could further be shown that in the reformate fuels the process with second lowest characteristic frequency merges with the gas diffusion process into a single DRT peak with no detectable thermal activation.

Meanwhile, contrary to current status in literature, the process with the lowest characteristic frequency displayed a negative temperature dependence which changed at temperatures below 750°C. The ASR of this process decreased with decreasing electrode area and increased fuel flow rate, i.e. with decreasing fuel utilization.
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